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Year group:
Year 10
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Autumn 2-Spring 1

Unit duration:
9 weeks

Number of lessons:
18

Unit title: English Language Paper 1
The Reader in the Writer: Analysis and Evaluation

Assessment outcome: Evaluating a fiction extract based on a student’s
interpretation and composing an original piece of engaging fiction.

Fertile question? How can evaluating the writing of others make me a
better writer?

What prior knowledge will I need? Start
RAG

End
RAG

Links to previous units:
Shape of Stories:Structure of narratives
structure, exposition, orientation, conflict/problem, rising action, climax, falling, action,
resolution, closure, chronology, protagonist
Society’s Ideas: Unpicking language choices
imagery, metaphor, tone, inference ,synthesise, analyse
Poetry: Identifying significant language and structural choices.
semantic/lexical field, volta, image, symbol,
Narrative Voice: Characterisation Choices
Characterisation, narrative perspective, antagonist, contrast, tone, empathy
Dive In, repeated Ideas

Explain the basic story arc structure
Identify linguistic choices that illuminate meaning.
Notice shifts/developments/turning points in a text.
Use accurate subject terminology to discuss language and structural choices of the
writer.
Make word choices purposefully in my own writing.
Plan my writing using a clear structure.

Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover Start
RAG

End
RAG

Key vocabulary/subject terminology that
students should cover

● Zoom
● Cyclical
● Juxtapose
● Contrast
● Sandwiched
● amplifies, contrasts, reinforces,

develops
● repeatedly, gradually,

immediately
● Evaluation
● Personal Interpretation
● reflects, evokes, reveals,

epitomises
● convincingly, creatively,

surprisingly, effectively

DRIP
● Dive In
● Repeated Ideas
● Imagery
● Perspective

By the end of the scheme you should be able to:
The Reader
Select a range of evidence from across texts to support interpretations and ideas.

Explore multiple effects of writers' linguistic and structural choices.

Use a range of analytical and evaluative verbs to discuss writers’ choices.

Convey a personal interpretation of a text and offer tentative judgements of a text.

Evaluate a text based on a statement.

The Writer

Purposefully plan writing to achieve desired effects.

Emulate writers’ structural methods to create your own engaging narrative.

Consciously craft my writing for effect.

Create a variety of fictional texts that employ effective structural choices.

Stretch. Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover
1. Apply the knowledge gained through this unit to interrogate the choices made by the
writer of the novel I am currently reading.
2. Offer an alternative interpretation of a text/choice
3. Suggest how a writer’s choices have hindered the experience of the reader
4. Evaluate my own writing against my desired effects

Suggested materials teachers: Paper 1 Source Booklet.

Key home learning tasks students should complete Annotation of
unseen texts
Completion of Q.5 style writing tasks using source material inspiration.
Using literature texts and source material texts to inspire narrative structures
for fiction writing.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HgRcRwBMm7-gxisABFDEGNSIwk-LwbEONEd79Pkk6Jk/edit

